Ruth and Alyssa called the meeting to order at 11:40am.

Each committee reviewed any major variance in budget and projects. Amelia updated budget as discussion progressed.

**Website** – Increase budget to account for losing locked-in pricing for Wild Apricot.

**Newsletter** – Ruth mentioned the Committee will need to increase design costs.

**Summit** – Brenda talked through the budget and will send details to Amelia. Committee will discuss food cost recovery. Laura asked about fundraising goal of the summit. This could help to inform the cost recovery and conference fee discussions.

**LLYLI** – Alyssa reviewed the $20k budget total the Committee decided on. Approximately $18k was anticipated to be generated through partnerships. The remaining $2k was suggested to come from the CWW budget to account for membership as a result of LLYLI and to assist in covering administrative costs. The group discussed only having contribution from CWW budget to LLYLI budget in years of need. It was also considered that a percentage of income should be set aside for low income years.

**Lunch ‘n Learns** – Amelia asked what people’s interest was in continuing the project. Board expressed that there is still interest.

**Tools** – Becky is still learning and understanding the SPA. She will submit budget and needed hours of Brenda’s time.
Handbook – Brenda asked if we really needed the Handbook? Brenda mentioned that about 10 hours a year go into maintaining the document. It was suggested that maybe an actual document doesn’t need to be created but that a webpage could serve as the central location for all the pieces. Ruth and Alyssa will review what needs to stay and what can go.

Schwag - Brenda suggested that the line item is moved out of the annual event and into the general budget. The Board agreed that was appropriate.

Annual Report – The group discussed more about what was wanted for an annual report. General consensus was that one would be valuable but shorter and more infographic is better. Brenda will send the Board her proposal.

Alyssa reminded the Committees that they need to consider and send Alyssa what Committees needed for Brenda’s time. This is necessary for budging and creating Brenda’s contract for next year.

Wrap up and Adjourn
Ruth and Alyssa adjourned the meeting at 1:29pm.
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